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I was 18 years old 
the first time it 

happened.



I didn’t know what to say.



I didn’t know what to do.

I didn’t know what to say.



I didn’t know when to report.

I didn’t know what to do.

I didn’t know what to say.





Meet your 
trainer
Nikki Larchar, SHRM-CP

Workplace harassment prevention 
trainer and speaker.

• Over 9 years of HR experience

• Co-founded HR consulting firm, 

simplyHR in 2016

• Co-authored the harassment 

prevention training solution, Define 

the Line in 2018

• Believes that creating change starts 

with a conversation



Reminders

• Emotions and feelings are okay – taking breaks are okay 
too.

• You control what you give and what you get out of our time 
together.

• Questions and engagement are encouraged.



The basics

It starts with a 
conversation

Becoming an 
industry leader

Preventing sexual harassment



1 in 3 women.

1 in 10 men. 

Have experienced sexual 
harassment in their 
workplace.



Industries with the most sexual 
harassment claims

Food Services and accommodation (hospitality)

Retail Trade

Manufacturing

Total sexual harassment charges filed, by industry, fiscal years 2005 through 2015, EEOC - American Progress



90% of women.

70% of men. 

In the service industry 
experienced some form of 
sexual harassment from 
customers.

The Glass Floor: Sexual Harassment in the Restaurant Industry



70% of women.

50% of men. 

In the service industry experienced 
some form of sexual harassment 
from their managers.

The Glass Floor: Sexual Harassment in the Restaurant Industry



How does sexual 
harassment show up in the 

craft brewing industry?

Using the chat share your 

examples



Sending or sharing 
nude photos without 
consent.

Harassing and sexist 
comments.

Questions about body 
parts, sexual partners, 
sexual orientation, or 
gender identity.



Touching someone 
without their 
consent. Including 
hugs, blocking 
someone’s path, 
kissing, and touching 
in a swimsuit zone.

Suggesting or 
demanding women-
identifying employees 
to wear more 
revealing or fitted 
clothing. “If you wear 
something more 
revealing, you’ll get 
better tips”

Continued  requests 
for dates or sexual 
favors. Stalking.





Sexual harassment 
definition



Sexual Harassment Definition
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)

It is unlawful to harass a person (an applicant or employee) because of that person’s sex. 
Harassment can include “sexual harassment” or unwelcome sexual advances, requests for 
sexual favors, and other verbal or physical harassment of a sexual nature.

Harassment does not have to be of a sexual nature, however, and can include offensive 
remarks about a person’s sex. For example, it is illegal to harass a woman by making offensive 
comments about women in general.

Both victim and the harasser can be either a woman or a man, and the victim and harasser 
can be the same sex.

Although the law doesn’t prohibit simple teasing, offhand comments, or isolated incidents 
that are not very serious, harassment is illegal when it is so frequent or severe that it creates a 
hostile or offensive work environment or when it results in an adverse employment decision 
(such as the victim being fired or demoted).

The harasser can be the victim's supervisor, a supervisor in another area, a co-worker, or 
someone who is not an employee of the employer, such as a client or customer.



Sexual Harassment Definition

Although the law doesn’t prohibit 

simple teasing, offhand 

comments, or isolated incidents 

that are not very serious,

harassment is illegal when it is so 

frequent or severe that it creates a 

hostile or offensive work 

environment or when it results in 

an adverse employment decision

(such as the victim being fired or 

demoted).

The harasser can be the 

victim's supervisor, a 

supervisor in another 

area, a co-worker, or 

someone who is not an 

employee of the 

employer, such as a client 

or customer.



Sexual Harassment Definition

Any act perceived as having 
sexual intent that makes an 
individual uncomfortable.



Brewers Association Code of Conduct

https://www.brewersassociation.org/brewers-association-code-of-conduct/

Any active professional division Brewers Association member can file a 

complaint against another member or members.

The Code of Conduct can be viewed online.

An intake form (where you file a claim) can be found on the website.

All complaints are reviewed by an independent review panel.



States with 
Harassment
Training 
Requirements

California

Connecticut 

Delaware

Illinois

Maine

New York

New York City

District of Columbia (Tipped employees)

Washington (Hotel, motel, retail, security 

guard entity or property services contractor)



What percentage of 
employees file a complaint 

when they need to?

Share in the chat



7 – 13% of people file a 
formal complaint. 

EEOC 2016 report





You have the power to 
spark change



What do you 
currently have in 

place?
Policies

Procedures 

Survey

Reporting

Resources

Training

Share in the chat



Anti-harassment policy

- Create with employees in mind
- Be weary of zero tolerance

Policies



If you filed a claim, what would 
you need in order to feel 

supported and taken care of?

Share in the chat



Complaint process policy

- Not scary
- Easy to understand
- Give your team some wiggle room

Policies



Thank you 
for telling me.

Do you feel comfortable 
sharing more details of 
what happened? 
(Who, what, when, where, and how)

Take immediate action 
to protect employee(s) 
if needed.

How to respond (Leader edition)



Begin the 
investigation 
process.

I’ll be in contact with 
you in ___ days.

Remind employee(s) 
that if they experience 
any form of retaliation, 
they should report it 
to you. 

How to respond (Leader edition)



Sexual harassment can include…. 
Have you experienced sexual 
harassment while working for 
COMPANY?

If you have experienced workplace 
sexual harassment, please indicate the 
type. (choose all that apply)

Who sexually harassed you? (check all 
that apply)

Who can you report inappropriate 
behavior to?

Survey



Anonymous Reporting

Monitor trends and patterns of 
behavior.

Increase in reporting.

Make it available to vendors, 
customers, suppliers, 
distributors, etc.



Communication

Start today.

It MUST continue 
past this moment.



Communication

Communicate when issues 
arise. 

Monthly reminders of 
resources and best practices.

Harassment prevention 
moment in team meetings.

Make a plan and add it to your 
calendar.



From bystander to ally



Intent vs. Impact

“That’s not what I meant…”

“You  took that wrong…”

“Whoa! I’m not sexist…”

“That was never my intent…”



Actively listen to understand 
where they’re coming from.

Center their feelings, not yours.

Genuinely apologize and 
acknowledge the impact your 
actions had on them.

How to 
respond



That’s JUST how our industry is.

That’s JUST our work culture.

That’s JUST how that person is.



That’s JUST how our industry is.

That’s JUST our work culture.

That’s JUST how that person is.





What is one 

thing you can start 
doing today. 



• Visit @ratmagnet and 
@emboldenactadvance

• Reach out to a coworker or colleague

• Host a gathering with your team to 
explore what actions and steps you 
can take as a leader, team, and 
industry



Sexual harassment 
prevention: 
Creating change starts with a 
conversation

June 24th

10am PT/ 11am MT/ 12pm CT/ 1pm ET 
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EmpowerWork.org

Text HELLO to 510-674-1414

Rainn.org
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